
Discover the secrets of chocolate making, from the journey of cocoa through history and from the cocoa farms in South
America,  Africa and Asia where we source our beans, to the processes in our chocolate factory. We are delighted to be able to
welcome school parties to explore chocolate with all their senses as we share our chocolate making process from cocoa bean,

inviting participants to create their own chocolate treat to take away and enjoy.
 

This 1.5 hour experience includes chocolate tasting talk, the journey of a cocoa bean and hands on workshop with chocolate
treat to takeaway

 
The Journey of a Cocoa Bean (45 - 60 minutes)

Learn how we make chocolate at York Cocoa Works with our Chocolate Manufactory Journey. During your time with us, our
chocolate makers will share the secrets of making chocolate. You will discover our origins and learn the rich history of York's

chocolate industry, take a peek into our manufactory and watching our chocolate being made. 
 

The Art of the Chocolatier - Hands on chocolate making (45 minutes)
Hosted in our chocolate academy, students will temper their chocolate ready to create their own chocolate lollipop. Choose from  a

selection of toppings to create your own lollipop design before beautifully wrapping to take home.  
 

We can accommodate a single class of up to 30 participants or smaller groups to accommodate larger parties for our schools
experience on site or with our partner venues, alternatively we can join you at your school. 

Groups must be accompanied by teachers or classroom assistants.
 

Priced £7.50 per person, based on a minimum of 20 participants
Prices for larger groups at your school or venue of choice available on request

Special dietary requirements can be catered for
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